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I have serious concerns regarding the release of evidence proposed by Kenny 
MacAskill and Crown Office in criminal cases. 
 
I would propose Crown Office not be allowed to Cherry Pick what it releases 
and that an FOI Officer like England has should be put in place to decide what 
Is Exculpatory. 
 
Who should be gatekeeper of all the evidence ? 
 
What Crown Office decides is not Exculpatory the Defence might see 
otherwise so how do we even the playing field ?  
 
Simple: Disclose all material gathered by Police, Defence and Crown Office. 
 
Make all the material available to the “Defendant” (Not the Defence Team) 
which is regularly not done in this country (Scotland) Speaking through 
experience, it was only after I was wrongly convicted did I see all the material 
my Solicitor held in connection with my case. This is totally unacceptable in 
today's society of openness and accountability. To ensure a fair hearing 
surely all evidence produced must be made available to the Accused. 
 
How can it presently be said with confidence that every accused has seen all 
the evidence produced. 
 
There are people in our prisons at present who cannot read or write. 
 
What safeguards does the Parliament propose to protect such people ? 
Surely every Lawyer does not read out every statement to people in these 
situations, yet they have the right to know all the evidence against them to 
afford equality of arms.  
 
I have never known a Lawyer yet to read or even show the accused every 
statement against them. 
 
I would also propose that section 194 have additional amendments to include 
that when SCCRC review a case : If competent arguable grounds exist, 
SCCRC must refer such case. 
 
At the moment and clarified in Razza, SCCRC can refuse to refer a case even 
if Prima-Facie Competent and Arguable grounds exist. 
 
I am sure Parliament when they legislated under section 194 which created 
SCCRC, they never intended such abuse. 
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If competent and arguable grounds exist or are apparent in any case lodged 
with the sift panel at the High Court then the Court are duty bound to allow 
such case to proceed, Why should SCCRC be any different ? 
 
It is suggesting that even when no grounds exist SCCRC can refer such case 
which is preposterous as any case reaching the High Court without 
Competent and Arguable grounds must surely be rejected. 
 
I would also propose that section 194 incorporates a new “body” to investigate 
complaints levelled against any member of SCCRC for Misconduct, 
Malpractice and Dereliction of Duty. 
 
Presently even our Justice Minister refuses to look at such complaints. 
 
This safeguard should be set in motion to enhance Public Confidence in this 
body (SCCRC) to function properly, How can we have a public funded body 
with no-one to complain about their conduct ? 
 
I would also propose that Like England our Criminal Justice Bill incorporates a 
practice of allowing Accused people access to a Solicitor while being 
Interviewed by Police. 
 
To refuse such, Like England has, is a Breach and Abuse of Human rights 
and section 6 to a fair hearing.  
 
Why should we be different from the rest of the UK. 
 
At present this is only afforded to People south of the border in the UK, so I 
would propose this be changed to bring Scotland up to date with human rights 
regarding fair hearings. 
 
I would also suggest that the proposed Law Change regarding abuse of 
disclosed material is a breach of our right to Freedom Of Speech and should 
not be allowed. 
 
I object strongly to this proposed change of law as Oppressive. 
 
I would also ask the Justice Secretary to confirm exactly what he would 
consider a breech of such ? 
 
And why he feels it necessary to Propose Jailing some of these cases for up 
to 2 years. 
Surely a fine would be sufficient ? 
 
In light of recent Publicity here: 
 
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/2009/04/18/exclusive-
scotland-faces-human-rights-timebomb-after-experts-brand-confessions-
illegal-86908-21286930/
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Will the Justice Secretary rush Emergency Legislation to stop this human 
rights breach ? 
 
People must be allowed access to Solicitors while being questioned by Police. 
 
SCCRC hold their meetings in private and do not inform any Appellants who 
has made the decisions in their cases (Though it is widely accepted that 
Gerard Sinclair sits on every case) This is not compatable with section 6 and 
the right to a Fair, Independent and Impartial review. 
 
At present and this has been said many times to me by people who have had 
cases rejected by SCCRC, No-One represents the interests of the Appellants. 
 
Their legal officers are always at pains to point out they do not represent the 
Appellants so at present when a case comes before SCCRC board the 
appellants rights are not protected. 
 
No One is allowed to be present to protect the interests of Appellants which in 
itself is Oppressive. 
 
At the very least I would suggest to protect these rights A Solicitor be allowed 
to sit and protect his clients interests at any future board meetings of SCCRC. 
 
All such meetings should be suspended at SCCRC till such safeguards are in 
place as to protect the interests of Appellants. 
 
Talking from my own experiences with SCCRC: 
 
I have no way of knowing who made the decision not to refer my case. 
 
I Have no way of knowing if the Legal Officer presented my case in full to the 
board when they debated my case. 
 
This is also not compatible with section 92 (1) of the criminal procedure 
(Scotland) act 1995 in that part of the tials are taking place outwith the 
presense of the Accused and they know not what is being discussed. (Andrew 
Page Drummond V HMA) 
 
If the Legal Officers are not representing Appellants then their rights are not 
being properly protected, this culture must change to bring SCCRC into line 
with the courts who are not permitted to act in such a fashion. 
  
It is imperative that Appellants feel comfortable that their full grounds will be 
debated, at present I have no confidence my case was properly debated 
because they ignored some of my issues completely which our High Court sift 
panel would have been duty bound to accept. 
  
If the Appellants have no confidence how do we expect the public to have 
confidence ? 
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I hope my concerns are placed before the board when they next sit to discuss 
the proposed changes. 
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